real threat is so we can inform the community so
they can make an informed consent under the U.N.
Declaration on Human Rights because to be
unnecessarily exposed would — under our
Constitution supremacy vote violate the
Declaration on Human Rights, that right to life
and having it arbitrarily taken away and also
the rights under due process of the
Constitution. They would -- Fourth and Fifth
Amendment Rights, they would not arbitrarily be
deprived of their life and property -- be
dispossession of that without any kind of due
process of the law such as an arrest and
invitation to trial and a conviction, which is
usually the grounds in our society for taking
away things from people, you know, under our
Constitution, our rule of law.

So, that’s basically all I have to
say.

PETER RICHARDSON: Thank you.

ED MARTISZUS: Thanks a lot.

PETER RICHARDSON: Thank you, sir.

I’ll ask the question again. If
anyone in the audience who has not yet had an
opportunity to comment would like to do so,
accordance with our Tri-Party Agreement and regulatory requirements. The impact of onsite wastes on the inadequate budget of Hanford and the environmental impacts of any diversion of Hanford cleanup funds must be factored into decisions on onsite wastes and should be thoroughly analyzed in this EIS. The Hanford cleanup dollars should not be used to subsidize the receipt, treatment, and/or storage of onsite wastes.

We would appreciate being consulted as this process continues forward, particularly when a preferred alternative or other decisions are being considered which might impact Hanford.

Very truly yours,

Marilyn B. Reeves, Chair
Hanford Advisory Board

cc: Keith Klein, Manager, DOE-RL
Dick French, Manager, DOE-ORP
Tom Fitzsimmons, Director, Washington Department of Ecology
Chuck Clarke, Regional Administrator, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Wade Ballard, Acting Designated Federal Official
The Oregon and Washington Congressional Delegations
Michael Geisthardt, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Dan Silver, Washington Department of Ecology

March 10, 2000

Mr. Thomas L. Wichmann
Idaho HLW&FD EIS Project Manager
DOE, Idaho Operations Office
850 Energy Drive
Idaho Falls, ID 83401-1693

Re: SAI NV # E2000-086

Project: Idaho High-Level Waste and Facilities Disposition DEIS

Dear Mr. Wichmann:

Enclosed are the comments from the Nevada Division of Water Resources and Department of Transportation concerning the above referenced report. These comments constitute the State Clearinghouse review of this proposal as per Executive Order 12372. Please address these comments or concerns in your final decision. If you have questions, please contact me at 684-0209.

Sincerely,

Heather K. Elliott
Nevada State Clearinghouse/SPC
HEATHER ELLIOTT CHIEF PLANNER
DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION
203 E MUESER ST ROOM 204
CARSON CITY NV 89701-4298

February 3, 2000

Dear Ms. Elliott:

The Nevada Department of Transportation has reviewed the project titled: Idaho High Level Waste and Facilities Disposition DEIS SAI #E2000-086.

Based on the information submitted, the proposed project is not in conflict with any Department plan.

Thank you for the opportunity to review this project.

Sincerely,

Thomas J. Fumapest, P.E.
Assistant Director - Planning

TJ:FNC:org
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Appendix D
- New Information -
DEAR SIRS,

PLEASE HELP ME WITH THIS.

DOES THE EPA MEET THE 41 C.F.R. 3600.6 MANAGEMENT STANDARDS?

WHAT IS IT ALLOWED TO RUN ANYWAY?

IS IT ALLO"WED TO RUN ANYWAY?

NOT SURE IF IT CAN BE RECAPTURED?

THEN YOU MUST NOT HAVE IT!

BUILD NEW UNITS THAT DON'T LEAK OR FIX YOUR IPS THAT LEAK!

PA WANT TO MOUNT A "YELLOW STONE" WITH SETTINGS PA WANT USE "UN-IONIZING WASTE" TO DO IT RIGHT!

Tom Stoner

FROM: TOM WICHTMANN

TO: TOM STONER

FAX 307-733-8271

PLEASE WAIT TILL YOU GET THE MONEY, KNOWLEDGE, OR RIGHT PROCEDURE TO TREAT ALL THE WASTE PROPERLY.

FIX YOUR TANKS, BUILD NEW BUILDINGS, WHATEVER IT TAKES! ONCE YOU MOVE IT UNSAFELY, YOU JUST SPREAD THE PROBLEM.

I DON'T KNOW HOW THE EPA IS LETTING THIS HAPPEN NOW, YOU SHOULD BE ORDERED TO STOP.

P.S. BURE = BIG NASTY F**ING WARS, F**K!

THANKS!!